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Insurance companies face the challenge of securely exchanging confidential data daily, 
including financial, medical, and personal information. This information must be transmitted 
efficiently and compliantly with industry regulations to various clients, partners, and legal 
entities. With endless documents to exchange, the process can become time-consuming 
and prone to errors, underscoring the need for a secure and efficient solution like 

With Faxination's document workflows and secure document exchange capabilities, insurance companies can 
send multiple faxes to multiple recipients in one go. Our fax solutions enable greater access to fax and 
documentation, making tasks more efficient and reducing non-compliance risk. Our fax services allow insurance 
companies to save time, improve efficiency, and better serve their customer base.

COST EFFECTIVENESS VIA CLOUD FAX 
Faxination's cloud fax solution eliminates the need for expensive client software and maintenance costs, while 
our bulk fax capabilities eliminate extra paper and toner costs. Plus, our reporting system allows for easy tracking 
of faxes by user or number, enabling you to bill departments accordingly, thus saving administrative costs. 
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Visit us at faxination.com to learn more about Faxination & its fax capabilities.  

A SEAMLESS FAXING EXPERIENCE 
FOR INSURANCE COMPANIES
Insurance companies gain a seamless faxing experience through modular and 
component-based design with Faxination. Our fax solution can be tailored to meet specific 
communication needs and integrates with existing business applications like SAP or MFP 
Devices. Hosted on a highly optimized and maintenance-free cloud platform, Faxination enables 
insurance companies to get up and running quickly without changing existing processes.

WHY FENESTRAE?
Faxination by Fenestrae is the ideal solution for insurance companies. Our scalable and 
reliable on-premise and cloud-based solutions seamlessly integrate with insurance workflows, 
ensuring privacy and security for sensitive documentation while enhancing productivity.

Built with security and reliability in mind, Faxination is an excellent choice for insurance 
companies seeking unmatched productivity and efficiency in document exchange. Fax 
users can ensure their documents end up in the right inbox at the right time while always 
being able to rely on compliance features like receipt confirmations for auditing purposes. 
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